
 

 
  

     

Lexia: Import Error Code Dictionary   
 

This document describes possible errors that may occur upon an import of student or staff data  

into www.mylexia.com.   

  

For assistance, contact Lexia Customer Support at 03 528 0094 or support@itecnz.co.nz  

     
 

Error   Description  and    Resolution     

Class cannot be determined  

  

This class name has a duplicate class name within the same  

school – so, the intended class cannot be determined.  

  

Resolution: To import this student/staff, you can remove the 

Class name and then manually add it after the import.  

Or, make the class name unique.  

Same class names exist  

within CLASS value  

The Class column has two items that are the same.   

  

Resolution: Please verify this and remove/edit one instance.  

User exists in different  

customer  

  

  

You are trying to add a user whose username/email address  

exists in another Lexia customer.  

  

Resolution: Please verify this user’s email address. Contact Lexia 

Customer Support for further assistance.   

Duplicate USERNAME exists  This username has a duplicate elsewhere in the file. The first  

name, last name, and username all match.  

  

Resolution: Please remove the duplicate(s) so there is only one 

record. For student usernames, please make usernames as 

unique as possible to avoid mistaken logins.  

First and Last Names do not 

match with existing 

Username  

This username has a different first and last name than what is 

currently on record for this user. For security reasons, we do not 

allow first and last name to be changed via import.   

  

Resolution: Please make this change manually in myLexia. The  

user can also make this change in the myLexia My Profile.  

Invalid errors  All invalid errors refer mean that the values in the specified field  

cannot be understood.   

  
Resolution: Please recheck the acceptable values in the  

documentation and make corrections.   

Special Characters  Due to incompatibilities with our technology, special characters  

cannot be imported.  
 

Resolution: Please remove the special characters.  
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